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In this study, we consider electrostatics contributed from the molecules
in the ionic solution. It plays a significant role in determining the bind-
ing affinity of molecules and drugs. We develop the overall framework of
computing electrostatic properties for three-dimensional molecular structures,
including potential, energy, and forces. These properties are derived from
Poisson-Boltzmann equation, a partial differential equation that describes the
electrostatic behavior of molecules in ionic solutions.
In order to compute these properties, we derived new boundary inte-
gral equations and designed a boundary element algorithm based on the lin-
ear time fast multipole method for solving the linearized Poisson-Boltzmann
equation. Meanwhile, a higher-order parametric formulation called algebraic
spline model is used for accurate approximation of the unknown solution of
the linearized Poisson-Boltzmann equation. Based on algebraic spline model,
vii
we represent the normal derivative of electrostatic potential by surrounding
electrostatic potential. This representation guarantees the consistent relation
between electrostatic potential and its normal derivative. In addition, accurate
numerical solution and fast computation for electrostatic energy and forces are
also discussed. In addition, we described our hierarchical modeling and pa-
rameter optimization of molecular structures. Based on this technique, we can
control the scalability of molecular models for electrostatic computation. The
numerical test and experimental results show that the proposed techniques
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Accurate and effective computational approaches for atomistic simula-
tion of bio-molecules are significant topics of current computational biological
research. Different biological activities such as drug design or molecular tra-
jectory simulation can be performed based on numerical solutions of solvation
energy [62].
The Molacular Energetics and Force Calculation Problem:
The total free energy of a molecule in solution includes two different
parts, molecular mechanical energy energy EMM and solvation energy Gsol.




bonds kb(r − req)2 +
∑
bond angles kθ(θ − θeq)2
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The first three sums represent bonded interaction: covalent bonds, valence
bonds, and torsions around bounds [30, 33]. The last two terms are Lennard-
Jones energy and Coulomb energy.
On the other hand, the effect of the solvation free energy Gsol is used
when a molecule in the solution. The solvation free energy is the sum of the
work to form a cavity in the solvent Gcav, van der Waals interaction energy
Gvdw, and the electrostatic solvation free energy change due to the solvation
Gpol (also known as polarization energy) [39, 40, 44, 66, 70].
Gsol = Gcav +Gvdw +Gpol,
2
The electrostatic solvation energy is the change in the electrostatic energy due
to the induced polarization in the solvent, and so the electrostatic component
of the solvation energy can be described through the contribution of atomic
charges and mobile ion charges with the effect of the dielectric medium. The
derivation of electrostatic solvation energy will further be described in the
following section.
A number of applications involve the computation of electrostatic sol-
vation energy. For example, the binding effect of a drug (molecule 1) and its
target (molecule 2) can be measured by the following binding energy relation.
∆Gbind = Gcomplex − (Gmolecule1 +Gmolecule2),
which shows that the binding energy is the difference between the solvation
energy of the complex of two molecules (e.g. target and drug) and the sum of
the solvation energy of the two individual molecules.
Furthermore, the electrostatic forces of molecules can be computed to
simulate their activity. The electrostatic forces are the derivative of electro-
static solvation energy due to the atomic centers. The accuracy and compu-
tational cost of electrostatic force computation directly affect the simulation
results. In order to compute the electrostatic force, the electric field of proteins
themselves and the influence of their dielectric and ionic environment should
be considered.
Background and Significance: Considerable research efforts have been devoted
to calculating binding solvation energy and forces in the past two decades.
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Based on the solvent model used these different theoretical approaches can be
divided into two broad categories: explicit and implicit.
Explicit solvent models adopt a microscopic treatment of both solvent
and solute (molecule). Explicit approaches sample the solute-solvent space by
molecular dynamics or Monte Carlo techniques which involve a large number
of ions, water molecules and molecular atoms. This requires considerable com-
putational effort for calculating the potential functions is needed and explicit
solutions are often not practical especially for large domains. [77]
Implicit solvent models treat the solvent as a featureless dielectric ma-
terial and adopt a semi-microscopic representation of the solute. The effects
of the solvent are modeled in terms of dielectric and ionic physical properties.
As as result, the computational cost is reduced in comparison with explicit
solutions. Implicit continuum electrostatics approaches using the Poisson-
Boltzmann (PB) equation are now widely used and have been successfully
used to obtain good approximations.
Main Contributions:
In this thesis, we use implicit solvent models and Poisson-Boltzmann
equation to compute the electrostatic properties including the electrostatic po-
tential, the gradient of electrostatic potential, electrostatic energy and forces.
The main contributions of this thesis are the development of efficient and con-
sistent solution and algorithm for electrostatic computation of molecules. We
discuss and analyze the tradeoff between accuracy and speed for each different
4
parts of electrostatic computation. Those contributions include:
• New consistent and efficient approaches for solving linear Poisson-Boltzmann
equation
– New Poisson-Boltzmann boundary integral equations The derivation
of boundary integral equations is the first step for solving Poisson-
Boltzmann equation using boundary element method. Zauhar and
Morgan [79] first formulated the problem for zero ionic strength
as an integral equation on the surface. Juffer [48] reformulated the
boundary integral equations in such a way that no singularity in the
surface integral appears. However, both formulations are treated
with satisfying the regularity conditions at infinity. In this thesis,
we defined a new boundary integral equation that produces a linear
Poisson-Boltzmann system with respect to finite volume boundary
condition. The boundary integral equations avoid the singularity
from atomic charge density function.
– Accurate surface integral using curved boundary elements In tradi-
tional boundary element method, the boundary integral equations
are evaluated based on shape functions over the linear triangular
boundary elements. In this thesis, higher-order curved boundary
elements, algebraic spline model [8], are applied for evaluating the
integral over the molecular surface by Gaussian quadrature compu-
tation [81]. Using less curved boundary elements, we could still get
5
more accurate numerical results than that using linear triangular
elements.
– Consistent representation of normal derivative of electrostatic poten-
tial In the pervious PB boundary integral equations, electrostatic
potential and its normal derivative on the molecular surface are
treated as two independent unknown functions. We present a con-
sistent parametric formulation of the normal derivative of electro-
static potential based on the algebraic spline model. The corre-
sponding results are in our manuscript [14].
– Iterative linear solver with linear-time evaluation of matrix-vector pro-
duction The boundary integral equations derived from PB equation
are evaluated by the Gaussian quadrature over whole boundary el-
ements of the molecular surface. This linear system is dense and
large. The size of the coefficient matrix of the linear system is O(L2)
where L is the number of boundary elements. Instead of explicitly
storing the matrix into the memory, we evaluate the linear system
by using GMRES iterative method with KiFMM [78]. KiFMM is
a linear-time evaluation method for computing matrix-vector pro-
duction of the linear system.
• Efficient computation of electrostatic energy and forces
– Fast evaluation of the integral equations of electrostatic energy The
fast evaluation of electrostatic potential and gradient of electrostatic
6
potential is applied for accurate computation of electrostatic energy
using fast summation method.
– Fast evaluation of the integral equations of electrostatic forces The
derivative of electrostatic energy at the center of an atom is the
electrostatic force acting on an atom α. We used shell integral
with electrostatic potential and its gradient to accurately evaluate
the electrostatic forces. Fast summation method is also applied for
computational speed-up.
• Coarse-grained description for molecular electrostatic computation
– Hierarchical molecular modeling In order to control the scalability
of the molecular models, the hierarchical clustering is applied to
group the atoms of a molecule into pseudo-atoms which are also
called coarse-graining beads [15].
– Parameter Optimization After the clustering process, the locations
,radius and charges of new pseudo-atoms (coarse-grained beads)
have to be determined. We designed a solution to optimize the
force-field parameters for improving the efficiency of electrostatic
computation [15].
For each contribution, we defined the problem, developed the solution
and algorithm and then analyzed the solution and experimental results. All
the details are presented in the following chapters.
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1.2 Implicit Continuum Model and the Poisson-Boltzmann
Equation
A molecule is defined as a stable group of at least two atoms in a
definite arrangement held together by very strong chemical covalent bonds.
For a molecule embedded in an ionic solution, we separated the domain Ω into
interior Ωint and exterior regions Ωext = Ω − Ωint by the molecular surface Γ
[51].
The continuum model of a molecule in the solvent is then defined by
these two regions and used for numerical computation of solvation electrostatic
computation. Two important coefficients of a continuum model are dielectric
and ionic strength. The dielectric coefficient ε(x) and ion boundary function
λ(x) at position x depends on which region x belongs to.
ε(x) =
{
εI , x ∈ Ωint,
εII , x ∈ Ωext.
λ(x) =
{
0, x ∈ Ωint,
1, x ∈ Ωext.
where εI and εII are dielectric constants
Based on the continuum model, the electrostatic potential in the inte-
rior and exterior of a molecule is governed by Poisson equation.
∇ · (ε(x)∇φ(x)) = ρc(x) + ρb(x)
8
















where each notation in the equation is defined as follows.
δ(x) =
{
+∞, x = 0
0, x 6= 0 Dirac delta function
qk, xk charge and position of the atom k















ci concentration of i
th ionic species
zi charge of i
th ionic species
This modified Poisson equation is also called the Poisson-Boltzmann
equation. The Poisson-Boltzmann (PB) equation has been used for modeling
the electrostatic properties of macromolecules. The equation represents the
electrostatic potential of macromolecules in the solvent which is described
as a continuum model with implicit ionic representation. Lots of efforts are
devoted to compute accurate electrostatic potential for 3D atomistic structure
of macromolecules. The charge density ρc(x) in PB equation is explicitly
determined by atomic charges of a molecule and the charge density ρb(x) is
implicitly approximated by Boltzmann distribution of ionic charges.
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Figure 1.1: The example of a four-atom molecule. Each sphere represents an
atom. xk represents the center of k
th atom. The boundary surrounding the
spheres is its molecular surface Γ
10
Figure 1.1 shows an example of a four-atom molecule where each sphere
represents an atom and the boundary surrounding the spheres is the molecular
surface Γ. xk is the center of the k
th atom.
The linearized PB equation approximated from linearizing the full PB
equation is widely used and believed as an efficient approximation for the
regular solvation electrostatic problem. [57][21][76]
∇ · (ε(x)∇φ(x)) = ρc(x) + ρLb (x)
where ρLb (x) = κ̄
2λ(x)φ(x) is the first term of Taylor expansion of ρb(x).
By solving this equation, we can obtain the electrostatic potential φ(x)
over the entire region. Since it is often difficult to directly solve PB equation
for this kind of complex molecule-solvent systems, several computer programs
have been created to solve it numerically. We also developed a boundary
element solver with fast multipole method to numerically solve the linearized
PB equation.
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1.3 Basic molecular shapes
Figure 1.2: Basic molecular shapes: van der Waal surface (VWS), solvent-
excluded surface (SES) and solvent-accessible surface (SAS).
The basic idea of constructing an implicit solvent model is to divide the
open region by the interface of a molecule. As is well known, there are typically
three types of molecular surfaces [64], the van der Walls surface(VWS), the
solvent-accessible surface (SAS) and the solvent-excluded surface (SES) ([31])
or sometimes called the Lee-Richards surface( [50]). The molecular shapes
of three-atom example are shown in Figure 1.2. The van der Walls surface
is defined from the van der Waals radii of the atoms, which is the boundary
of the region formed by the union of all the atoms. The SAS introduced by
Lee-Richards is defined to be the locus of the center of the rolling spherical
water molecule which makes contact with the VWS ([63]). Hence the SAS is
an inflated VWS with a probe radius. The SES is the solvent surface inside
of which the probe never intrudes.
In other words, SES is the offset surface of SAS in the inward direc-
tion with the solvent probe radius as the offset radius. This kind of surface
can be represented by alpha shapes [28, 29, 53], which has been extensively
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used for molecular surface modeling [1], cavity and pocket recognition ([54]).
Molecular surface always referred to as SES could be represented analytically
as a patch complex of spheres and tori ([32]) or as a patch complex of spheres
and quadratic hyperboloids ([38]) or as parametric B-spline or NURBS ([6, 7])
or as level sets of summation of Gaussian atomic electron density functions
([27, 37, 42]).
Since the molecular surface also acts as a dielectric interface for electro-
static and polarization energy and force computations, the molecular surface
should be at least C1 smooth and not too inflated or deflated. We use the
level set of a tri-cubic B-spline function to approximate the molecular surface,
which is almost C2 smooth [10, 11].
1.4 Boundary conditions
We expect the electrostatic potential φ(r) to be continuous at the
boundary Γ between the regions Ωint and Ωext, as well as the dielectric co-
efficient times the normal derivative of the electrostatic potential, ε∂φ(r)
∂n
=
ε∇φ(r) · n, where n is the unit outward normal vector at r on the boundary Γ.
Therefore, in Γ, the following surface boundary condition must be true that:









Figure 1.3: The example of a four-atom molecule. Each sphere represents an
atom. xk represents the center of k
th atom. The boundary surrounding the
spheres is its molecular surface Γ and the outer boundary of the volume region
Ω is ∂Ω.
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In Figure 1.3, the rectangle containing the molecule represents the do-
main boundary ∂Ω which is a cube in three-dimension. In addition to surface
boundary conditions (1.1) and (1.2) defined on the molecular surface Γ, do-
main boundary condition is defined on the domain boundary ∂Ω such that
φ = g on the boundary ∂Ω where g is an arbitrary user-defined function.










This boundary condition is one of the possible boundary conditions
taken to be induced by a known analytical solution to the simplicification of the
linearized PB equation. When the boundary ∂Ω is far from the molecule, such
analytical solution provides an accurate boundary condition approximation for
the general PB equation on a truncation of R3.
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1.5 Theory and derivation
Finite difference method (FDM), finite element method (FEM) and
boundary element method (BEM) are three types of numerical solvers widely
used to solve the PB equation.
FDM employs a box of three dimensional cubic grids where the molecule
and surrounding solvent are contained. The electrostatic potentials are ap-
proximately solved on these grid points based on the PB equation. [45, 61, 65]
The idea of FEM is the approximation of partial differential equations
in variational form over the space. FEM employs robust and various discretiza-
tion of three dimensional space. The approximate solution of the PB equation
is solved over these discrete elements while some iterative solution strategies,
like inexact Newton methods and multilevel algorithms, are often applied for
accurate and efficient numerical solution. [16, 24, 34, 35, 46].
Since R.J. Zauhar and R.S. Morgan introduced a BEM paper on contin-
uum electrostatic of biological systems [79], in the past two decades, scientists
have made contributions to improve and extend the BEM solution and per-
formance. Some of these works focus on overcoming the difficulties of BEM
which typically gives rise to fully populated matrices with numerous singular
and hypersingular surface integrals. These works include the implementation
of accelerating techniques for numerous singular and hypersingular surface in-
tegral operations [2, 20, 21, 23, 49, 56, 76] and, the analysis of and strategies for
conditioning the linear system. [2, 23, 55, 56]
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Other works make contributions to the methodological generalization
including the solution from single molecule to multiple molecules [57, 82], the
solution from the two-region case to the multiple-region case [2], and the ex-
tensive method for solving nonlinear PB equation. [22, 75]
We used boundary element method for solving PB equation and com-
pute electrostatic energy and force with the corresponding PB electrostatic
potential.
The following sections are the derivations of electrostatic energy, forces
and Juffer’s well-conditioned boundary integral equations based on inifite-
volume boundary condition. We then derived the new well-conditioned bound-
ary integral equations with consideration of both surface and domain boundary
conditions. The further implementation and analysis will be discussed in the
following chapters.
1.5.1 Derivation of polarization energy
K.A. Sharp [66] derived the electrostatic solvation free energy from
Poisson-Boltzmann equation using variation principle.
The theorem of variation principle states that
Theorem 1.5.1. A multi-dimensional generalization comes from considering




































In order to get the electrostatic free energy of the PB equation, we






) such that the following
lemma derived from the theorem (1.5.1) holds:
Lemma 1.5.2. For any PDE that can be put in Euler-Lagrange form, g is a




gdΩ is minimized by the solution of PDE.












































Since the condition of the equilibrium is the the free energy of the





as the electrostatic energy described by the PB equation where
g(φ, ε, λ) = − ε(x)
2









Inspection of the equation (1.4) shows that, in fact, any function C1g+




. The constant C0 is determined from the requirement that G = 0










Because the equation (1.4) is composed of three terms, the electrostatic po-
tential G is also divided and defined into three energetic terms.



















(∇φ(x) · ∇φ(x))dΩ (2.1.2)








−ziφ(x)/kBT − 1)]λ(x)dΩ (2.1.3)
In the fixed charge energy GQF , the electrostatic potential φ(xk) is the
electrostatic potential due to all point charges except the one qk at xk [43].
If we can solve PB equation, we could use the PB electrostatic potential
to calculate each term the electrostatic energy G = GQF +GDB +GIB.
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We can apply the linearization process of PB equation on the ionic



























1.5.2 Derivation of polarization forces
Gilson et al [40] derive the electrostatic force from the atomic derivative
of the polarization energy G. The electrostatic force acting on an atom α of



















































































and apply the divergence theorem to convert the first integral on the right-hand
side into a vanishing surface integral at infinity.∫
Ω
∇ · (ε(x) ∂
∂xα






φ(x) · ∇φ(x)d∂Ω = 0
Therefore, we combine − ∂
∂xα
GQF , − ∂
∂xα
GDB and − ∂
∂xα
GIB together to












ε(x)(∇φ(x) · ∇φ(x)) + kBT
∑
i[zici(e














In the previous section, we announce that the potential function φ(x) solved
from PB equation minimizes the energy G. This vanishes the second term (PB
equation in the brace) on the right hand side. Therefore, the atomic derivative
































These three terms are derived from the atomic derivative ofGQF (2.1.1),
GDB (2.1.2) and GIB (2.1.3), so the electrostatic force acting on an atom α
can also be separated into three terms.






























−ziφ(x)/kBT − 1) ∂
∂xα
λ(x)]dΩ (2.2.3)
where the charge density term is ρc(x) =
∑nc
k=1 ρk(‖x−xk‖) and ρk(‖x−xk‖) =
−4πqkδ(x− xk) [47]. Its atomic derivative is
∂
∂xα
ρc(x) = −∇ρα(‖x− xα‖).





































In the fixed charge energy FQFα , the gradient of electrostatic potential
∇φ(xα) is due to all point charges except the one qα at xα [43].
We can also apply the linearization process of PB equation on the ionic
boundary force (2.2.3) as we did for the ionic boundary energy GIB if the




































The electrostatic force Fα acting on an atom α of the molecule is the












In fact, for an atom of a molecule which doesn’t form part of a dielectric
or ionic boundary: Fα = F
QF
α and which forms part of a dielectric or ionic







1.5.3 Derivation of boundary integral equations
The following boundary integral equations are derived by A.H. Juffer
and other researchers [48]. From now on, r− will be a point inside the surface
Γ, r+ will be a point outside Γ and r will be on Γ.






















where n is the outward unit normal at the point y on the surface Γ and ψ = GI
is a fundamental solution of the Poisson equation such that GI(x, y) =
1
4π‖x−y‖






































= − cos θ


























































is the principal value integral.
Region Ωext: ∇2φII(x) = κ2φII(x), we apply Green’s second identity
to this partial differential equation, where ψ = GII is a fundamental solution



























If r+ → r on the surface, we got a boundary integral equation from PB


















is the principal value integral.
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Note that GI(x, y) and
∂GI
∂n
(x, y) are weakly singular in y, but they




Using the boundary conditions (1.1) and (1.2), and adding (1.8) and
ε = εII
εI
(1.10), we obtained the first integral equation:
1
2
(1 + ε)φI(r) =
∫
Γ


















In order to derive the second integral equation, the normal derivatives
in (1.7) and (1.9) are considered. Let n0 be the outward unit normal at the
point r on the surface Γ. The normal derivative ∂
∂n0
= n0 · ∇r± , we find
∂φI
∂n0
























































































































= e−κ‖x−y‖(1.0 + κ‖x− y‖)GI(x,y)
∂n0∂n
− κ2e−κ‖x−y‖
4π‖x−y‖ cos θ0 cos θ
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with cos θ0 =
n0·(x−y)
‖x−y‖ .































































Using the boundary conditions (1.1) and (1.2) and adding (1.12) and 1
ε
(1.13),









































(r) on the surface Γ can be solved.
In the special case κ = 0, we have GI(r, y) = GII(r, y); the boundary
integral equations contains only φI as an unknown function.
1.5.4 The derivation of interior and exterior electrostatic potential
Juffer and other researchers [48] also derived the interior and exterior
electrostatic potential from PB equation. Using PB equation in the region
Ωext ∇2φII(x) = κ2φII(x), taking an interior point r− and applying Green’s
26
























dy = 0 (1.15)

























We wish to derive a similar equation for the potential outside Γ. Using






xk), taking an exterior point r
+ and applying Green’s second identity on the

















Using the boundary conditions (1.1) and (1.2) on the surface Γ, we can derive









































The gradient of electrostatic potential ∇r−φ(r−) and ∇r+φ(r+) can also

















































For computing the electrostatic energy Gpol and force Fpol, one always
has to compute the electrostatic potential and gradient of electrostatic poten-
tial at the center xα of an atom α. In Ωint, interior electrostatic potential
(1.16) and its gradient (1.20) are both singular at this position. Under the
assumption that the charge of each atom is treated as point charges, the elec-
trostatic potential φ and its gradient ∇φ computed for Gpol and Fpol will be
computed due to all the point charges except the atom itself. Under this as-
sumption, we can compute the electrostatic potential and its gradient without



























GI(r, xk), if r /∈ {xk}nck=1,∫
Γ
















GI(r, xk), if r = xα, α = 1, . . . , k.
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∇rGI(r, xk), if r /∈ {xk}nck=1,∫
Γ
















∇rGI(r, xk), if r = xα, α = 1, . . . , k.






















1.5.5 New Boundary integral equations
Juffer derived the derivative boundary integral equations which satisfy
the regularity condition at infinity, i.e., |r|φ(r) and |r|2∇φ(r) are bounded for
|r| tending to infinity. Instead of dealing with the regularity condition, we
reformulate the boundary integral equation 1.9 with additional outer domain
boundary condition.
In ΩII , the electrostatic potential is ∇2φII(x) = ρb(x)/εII . We apply


























where n is the outward unit normal at the point y on the boundary of ΩII ,
∂Ω and Γ. ψ = GII is a fundamental solution of PB equation such that








+, y) (κ2φII(y))− φII(y) (κ2GII(r+, y)− δ(r+ − y))] dΩ
































We then apply Juffer’s reformulation steps to get a well-conditioned
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boundary integral equations as follows.
1
2
(1 + ε)φI(r) =
∫
Γ














































































The interior and exterior electrostatic potential and gradient of elec-
trostatic potential are then defined.





















GI(r, xk), if r /∈ {xk}nck=1,∫
Γ
















GI(r, xk), if r = xα, α = 1, . . . , k.

















































∇rGI(r, xk), if r /∈ {xk}nck=1,∫
Γ
















∇rGI(r, xk), if r = xα, α = 1, . . . , k.
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∇rG0(r, xk) + εIIεI ∇rH∂Ω(r)
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Chapter 2
Efficient and Consistent Computation for
Electrostatic Potential and its Gradient
33
2.1 Implementation
Figure 2.1: The example of boundary element decomposition of a four-atom
molecule: xk is the center of k
th atom, xi and yj are the points on the elements




j are their normal vectors.
Figure 2.1 shows an example of boundary element decomposition of a
four-atom molecule. Each sphere represents an atom with its center xk and the
boundary surrounding the spheres is the molecular surface Γ. In order to nu-
merically solve PB equation and energies and forces derived from PB equation,
we discretized Γ into boundary elements Γi, i = 1, ..., L where xi represents
a point on an element Γi and yj represents a point on another element Γj.




j . These notations are used to
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formulate the numerical solutions of PB boundary integral equations, energies
and forces.
In this section, we first introduce the dielectric and ionic boundary
model and their derivatives. Then, the numerical formulation of electrostatic
energy and forces are described. Finally, we explain our methodology for
solving PB boundary integral equations with higher order surface integral.
2.1.1 The implementation of electrostatic potential and its gradient
2.1.1.1 The surface integral computation using higher order bound-
ary elements ASMS
In order to calculate PB energy and force, PB boundary integral equa-
tions are solved to obtain φ and ∇φ. In the boundary integral equations de-
rived from PB equation, one important issue is to evaluate the surface integral
accurately and efficiently. The numerical computation of the surface integral
depends on the parametrization of triangular elements. Here, we compare the
evaluation of the integrals of kernel functions between planar linear elements
and higher-order algebraic elements. We do the parametrization on the trian-
gulation of the molecular surface. The triangulation of the surface is composed
of the vertices V = {vi}Pi=1 with their unit normal vectors {ni}Pi=1 and the trian-
gular elements Γ = {Γj|Γj = vj1vj2vj3 where j = 1, · · · , L and vj1, vj2, vj3 ∈
V}.
Algebraic patches or A-patches are a kind of low degree algebraic sur-
face finite elements with dual implicit and rational parametric representations
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Figure 2.2: A prism scaffold of triangular element vivjvk
[8]. The A-patch element is defined within a prism scaffold as shown in Fig-
ure 2.2. For some triangle element Γj = vj1vj2vj3 of a triangulation of the
molecular surface, the A-patch {Γ̄j}Lj=1 is defined on this prism.
vjl(λ) = vjl + λnjl, l = 1, 2, 3
where the prism is defined by
D(Γj) := {y : y = b1vj1(λ) + b2vj2(λ) + b3vj3(λ), 0 ≤ λ ≤ 1}
where (b1, b2, b3) are the barycentric coordinates of points in vj1vj2vj3.
According to the definition of algebraic patches, we define an implicit
function over the prism D(Γj) in Benstein-Bezier spline form.















which is also called the algebraic spline model. The details of the parametriza-
tion of algebraic spline model are in [81]. The molecular surface Γ can be
approximated by the zero contour of the implicit function Fd:
{(b1, b2, b3, λ) : Fd(b1, b2, b3, λ) = 0}
Now, given the barycentric coordinates (b1, b2, b3)
T on the triangle, the











As what we did for linear element, we can also approximate those integrals
















where x is the evaluation point. Γ̄j is the zero contour of the cubic Bezier basis
over jth triangle where Wm and yjm = bm1vj1(λjm)+bm2vj2(λjm)+bm3vj3(λjm)
are the mth weight and points of Gaussian quadrature on this patch Γ̄j. The
Jacobian weight J(Γ̄j) is described in the appendix as the area of the patch.
2.1.1.2 The implementation of solving Juffer’s Poisson-Boltzmann
boundary integral equations
We apply Gaussian quadrature on the A-patches to numerically com-












































































































where L is the number of patches, yjm =
∑3
i=1 bmivji(λjm) represents


























The boundary integral equations are treated as a linear system For
better elaboration, we can write dBIEs in the following matrix form.[
1
2












































are the jth unknown electrostatic potential and its normal
derivative at some point yj on the patch Γ̄j
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• I is the identity operator so that Iijφj = φj















































































































































































































where xi is a point on the patch Γ̄i and yjm is m
th Gaussian quadrature
point on the patch Γ̄j.
In our previous manuscript [14], we presented our solution for efficiently
solving the linear system (2.1) is solved using generalized minimal residual
iterative method (GMRES) with fast multipole algorithm for speeding up the
evaluation of matrix-vector production.
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2.1.1.3 The implementation of computing electrostatic potential
and its gradient
We apply Gaussian quadrature on the A-patches to compute the inte-
















































































The same process is applied for the gradient of electrostatic potential














































































For computing Gpol and Fpol, the electrostatic potential φ at the center







































































2.1.1.4 The implementation of solving enhanced Poisson-Boltzmann
boundary integral equations
We apply Gaussian quadrature on the A-patches to numerically com-
pute (1.23) and (1.24) which are also called finite-volume derivative boundary
41


















































































































where L is the number of patches, yjm =
∑3
i=1 bmivji(λjm) represents


























The boundary integral equations are treated as a linear system For


































































































(yp)− g(yp)∂GI∂n (xi, yp)
]
with the grid points {yp}
Ngrid
p=1 on the outer boundary ∂Ω and |∂Ω| as its area.
All other notations are equivalent to the derivative boundary integral equations
As we implemented the solution of Juffer’s boundary integral equations,
we also applied GMRES with fast multipole method to solve the linear system
(2.2).
2.2 The consistent representation of normal derivative
of electrostatic potential
Figure 2.3: Transform the unknown functions φ and ∂φ
∂n
to new unknown func-
tions φ on two surface layers.
In Juffer’s boundary integral equations or the new boundary integral
equations we derived, the normal derivatives of electrostatic potential are
treated as an independent unknown function to the electrostatic potential as
shown in Figure 2.3. The normal derivative of electrostatic potential computed
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through solving this solution do not guarantee to be consistent with the corre-
sponding electrostatic potential. We applied a consistent derivation for normal
derivative of electrostatic potential ∂φ
∂n
for maintaining the consistent relation
between electrostatic potential and its normal derivative on the boundary ele-
ment. This representation is available to be applied to any boundary integral
equations we described in the previous sections.
Figure 2.4: The representation of a point x on a algebraic patch v1v2v3.
In Figure 2.4, we know that the parametric form of any position x on
a A-patch Γ of a triangulation v1v2v3is written as
x = b1v1(λ) + b2v2(λ) + (1− b1 − b2)v3(λ), x ∈ Γ (2.3)
If we write the parameters as a vector b = (b1, b2, λ), the normal derivative of












































where x = (x1, x2, x3)







T is the unit vector of the
normal at x.
We can derive each term in the equation (2.4) in terms of the parametric












 = b1n1 + b2n2 + b3n3
(2.5)
where vi = (vi1, vi2, vi3)
T and its unit normal vector ni = (ni1, ni2, ni3)
T for
i = 1, 2, 3. Then, we approximate the electrostatic potential function in the
region by
φ(x) = b1((1− λ)φ(v1) + λφ(v1 + n1)) + b2((1− λ)φ(v2) + λφ(v2 + n2))
+(1− b1 − b2)((1− λ)φ(v3) + λφ(v3 + n3)),
(2.6)
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Figure 2.5: The representation of electrostatic potential φ(x) at a point x on
a algebraic patch v1v2v3.
and the derivative of the potential to the coordinate b becomes
∂φ
∂b1
(x) = ((1− λ)(φ(v1)− φ(v3)) + λ(φ(v1 + n1)− φ(v3 + n3)))
∂φ
∂b2
(x) = ((1− λ)(φ(v2)− φ(v3)) + λ(φ(v2 + n2)− φ(v3 + n3)))
∂φ
∂λ
(x) = b1(φ(v1 + n1)− φ(v1)) + b2(φ(v2 + n2)− φ(v2)) + b3(φ(v3 + n3)− φ(v3))
(2.7)
Finally, we can get the normal derivative of electrostatic potential in
the equation (2.4) in this A-patch by combining the above two equations (2.5)
and (2.7).
The unknown electrostatic potential and its normal derivatives at the
Gaussian quadrature points, in the matrix form of PB BIEs can be derived
from the parametric representation of the electrostatic potential at the posi-
tions of the vertices and the vertices with a displacement of its unit normal.
Here, the parametric form of a Gaussian point yjm on the element Γ̄j is
yjm = bm1vj1(λjm) + bm2vj2(λjm) + (1− bm1 − bm2)vj3(λjm)
46





(yjm) at this point are computed using the equation (2.4) with
the equations (2.5) and (2.7).
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2.3 Framework and computational steps
In this paper, we developed a platform of data structures and routines
of a 3D boundary element solver, called PB-CFMM (Poisson-Boltzmann -
curved fast multipole method). We implemented all the above methodologies
for solving the PB electrostatic problem in PB-CFMM and it is callable from
TexMol [5]. As we described in the above section, the input of the solver is
the 3D atomic structure and the triangular mesh of the target molecule. Its
properties including electrostatic potential, electrostatic free energy and forces
are computed.
Here, PETSc (Portable, Extensible Toolkit for Scientific Computation)
is used for the solution of the PB linear system [17]. It supports matrix-free
Krylov iterative method (e.g. GMRES, CG) which do not require explicit stor-
age of the matrix. The explicit matrix is replaced by a user-defined evaluation
of matrix vector production. Here, we use kernel independent fast multipole
method, KiFMM, to do linear-time evaluation [78].
The computational steps for the solution of the PB electrostatic prob-
lem are concluded in the following list.
Structure preparation Prepare structures for continuum electrostatic cal-
culations using “PDB2PQR”. The main task of “PDB2PQR” assigning
charge and radius parameters to the atomic PDB structure [36]. Since
many biomolecular structures in the Protein Data Bank do not contain
hydrogen atoms and a fraction of heavy atoms, this software also checks
48
and rebuilds those missing hydrogen and heavy atoms to biomolecular
structures based on standard amino acid topologies.
Molecular surface extraction Extract the molecular surface from the level
set computed through geometric flow evolution [9].
Triangular mesh generation Compute high-qualified linear triangular bound-
ary elements using octree-based dual contouring method [80].
C1 A-spline modeling Compute the cubic algebraic spline over the trian-
gular elements.
Numerical solution Compute electrostatic potential by solving the PB equa-
tion using our boundary element solver ”PB-CFMM” with the fast sum-
mation method using ”KiFMM” [78].
• construct KiFMM models for PB kernels on the algebraic spline
model,
• solve the linear system using GMRES iterative method with KiFMM.
Post-processing compute electrostatic free energy and forces using electro-
static potential.
In this paper, we solve the linear Poisson-Boltzmann system using the
iterative method, GMRES with the initialization of electrostatic potential us-
ing the coulombic equation. The relative residual tolerance is 10−7 and number
of Gaussian quadrature points per triangle is 7. The detailed computational
steps for solving boundary integral equations (2.1) or (2.2) are as follows.
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• Input: atomic charges {qk}nck=1 and centers {xk}
nc
k=1 of a molecule M and
the triangulation {Γj}Lj=1 of molecular surface Γ
• Output: PB electrostatic potential on vertices of the molecular surface
Γ
• Parametrize the molecular surface
– Generate triangular A-patches {Γ̄j}Lj=1 on triangles {Γj}Lj=1.
– Compute the Gaussian quadrature points {yjm}Mm=1 for all triangu-
lar A-patches {Γ̄j}Lj=1.
• Initialize the electrostatic potential {φ0(xi)|i = 1, ..., V } on the ver-




• Initialize data structure of fast multipole method for each kernel in
boundary integral equations (2.1) or (2.2) based on
– all kernel functions GI , GII and so on,
– source points: Gaussian quadrature points {yjm}Mm=1 on the molec-
ular surface Γ
– target points: vertices of the triangular molecular surface: {xi}Vi=1
• compute electrostatic potential φ by iteratively solving BIEs (2.1) or
(2.2) using GMRES. At nth iteration of GMRES
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– compute {φn(yjm)|j = 1, ..., L;m = 1, ...,M} on the Gaussian quadra-
ture points of the molecular surface Γ by interpolation of {φn(xi)|i =
1, ..., V } using algebraic spline model
– compute weighted electrostatic potential {φ̂n(yjm) = wmφn(yjm)J(Γ̄j)|j =
1, ..., L;m = 1, ...,M} where Gaussian weights {Wm}Mm=1 and Jaco-
bian of the A-patch {J(Γ̄j)|j = 1, ..., L}.
– evaluate the left hand side of the equation (2.1) or (2.2)
∗ apply the fast multipole method of some kernel G to compute






for all target points {xi}Vi=1
– check if the ratio of residual and the norm of the right hand side of
(2.1) or (2.2) is smaller than a tolerance τ . If yes, break from the
GMRES loop.
– update the electrostatic potential φn to φn+1 using Arnoldi iteration
in GMRES.
Figure (2.6) shows the computational steps of the evaluation of matrix-
vector product at each iteration of GMRES linear solver.
2.3.1 Complexity Analysis
The number of the boundary elements L of molecular surface Γ, the
number of vertices V of the boundary elements and atom/bead size nc of the
molecular model determine the time and space complexity of the PB linear
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Figure 2.6: The computational steps of the evaluation of matrix-vector product
at each iteration of GMRES linear solver.
L # boundary elements of molecular surface Γ
V # vertices of molecular surface Γ
M # Gaussian quadrature points per boundary element (constant)
nc # atoms of molecule
K # of kernels in boundary integral equations
Niter # of iterations for GMRES convergence
Table 2.1: The notations for complexity analysis of electrostatic computation.
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system. Before GMRES computation, we compute the right hand side of the
linear system (2.1). It contains two summations of two different kernels with
the same source and target points. The sources points are the atoms of the
molecular model and the target points are the vertices of the triangulation.
With the constant number of coefficient for KiFMM, we can compute the right
hand side of the linear system with the time complexity O(V +nc). The results
are then stored in a vector with size 2V .
At each iteration of GMRES, we use KiFMM to evaluate the matrix-
vector product in the linear system (2.1). The source points are the Gaussian
quadrature points on the surfaces which is the product of the number of the
boundary elements times the number of quadrature points per boundary ele-
ment. The target points are the vertices of the boundary elements. With the
constant number of coefficient for KiFMM, this evaluation is done with the
time complexity O(ML + V ) where M is a constant number of quadrature
points per boundary element. In the following experiments, we take 7 quadra-
ture points per boundary element, M = 7. In the linear system (2.1)), different
kernel functions are considered. All of them are derived from GI and GII and
the number of kernel functions are K = 16 because the normal derivative of
kernel functions along the target normals are required to be computed as the
inner product of three distinct kernels. For example,
∂G
∂n(x)









If we evaluate each kernel sequentially, with K number of kernels, the time
complexity for each iteration of GMRES is O(K(L + V )). We improved this
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by using the multicore speed-up to evaluate the matrix-vector production of
each kernel in parallel, so the time complexity is O(L+ V )
Therefore, if we assume the number of iterations of GMRES is Niter, the
time complexity of the overall evaluation of the linear system is O(Niter(L +
V )+(V +nc)). Actually, the number of iterations of GMRES is determined by
the condition numbers of linear system. Enhanced boundary integral equation
is a modified version of Juffer’s boundary integral equations. If we set the
domain boundary condition to be zero boundary condition such that g =
0, enhanced boundary integral equations is equivalent to Juffer’s boundary
integral equations. J. Liang and S. Subramaniam have proved that Juffer’s
boundary integral equtions are well-conditioned [55]. Therefore, enhanced
boundary integral equations which do not change the left hand side of the
boundary integral equations are also well-conditioned.
The convergence of GMRES is determined by the condition number of
the matrix operators. In principle, the Poisson equation leads to a second kind
Fredholm type integral equation, characterized by a well-conditioned compact
integral operator [18]. Poisson-Boltzmann equation is still a Poisson equation
where the charge density function is contributed by atom charges and mobile
ion charges. In our case, the derivative boundary integral equations is also a
second kind Fredholm type integral equation. In the following experiments,
we can observe that the number of iterations to convergence is consistently
low even when the number of boundary elements increases. In the following
cases, when we set the tolerance of residual to be 10−6, the maximum number
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of iteration to converge is less than 100 which also indicates that the derivative
boundary integral equation is well-conditioned.
We gathered 71 sets of ligand-receptor protein complexes (ligand,receptor,ligand-
receptor complex) from RCSB protein data bank (PDB). These are used for
the evaluation of the PB electrostatic computation.
2.4 Experimental results
The first experiment is an analytical numerical error evaluation with
a given potential function. This experiment is applied for understanding the
reliability and efficiency of our PB solution. In the second experiment, we
compute and compare real electrostatic results of these proteins between our
boundary element solvers and DelPhi II finite difference solver [60, 67]. Then,
we study the performance of our system by controlling different effective fac-
tors. All experiments are done on a linux machine with Dual Core AMD
Opteron processor 280 with 4 GB memory. We discussed and analyze the
experimental results in the following experiments.
2.4.1 Analytical numerical evaluation
In the first experiment, we evaluate the efficiency and accuracy of nu-
merical computation of electrostatic potentials and their normal derivatives
using regular or consistent PB boundary element solvers with fast matrix-
vector product evaluation. The numerical test is done with the assumption
that electrostatic potential is given as an exponential function φ̃(x) = e−‖x‖
2
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and the normal derivative of potential as the normal derivative of this expo-
nential function ∂φ̃(x)
∂n(x)
= −2e−‖x‖2(x · n(x)). We calculate Q(x) and R(x) on the
















































We evaluate the electrostatic potential and its normal derivative on the vertices















Table 2.2 shows the average relative error of potential and compute time of
the evaluations of whole proteins.
In this experiment, we observe that our fast boundary element solver is
much more efficient than the direct solver because fast multipole methods are
linear-time algorithms with high accuracy. With triangular meshes in different
resolutions, small relative errors of KiFMM indicate that our fast multipole
method works well in solving the PB linear system.
On the other hand, the normal derivative of potential on the molecu-
lar surface is taken as unknown in the original derivative boundary integral
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# of evaluation relative error # of compute time
A-patches method (φ) iterations (seconds)
2000 direct 6.380× 10−7 35.21 165.063
KiFMM 6.379× 10−7 35.21 60.858
5000 direct 9.472× 10−7 40.88 1237.451
KiFMM 1.309× 10−6 41.72 216.232
10000 direct 2.424× 10−7 46.71 5423.711
KiFMM 2.635× 10−7 46.83 528.605
63444.81∗ KiFMM 4.678× 10−7 38.41 3012.344
Table 2.2: The results of analytical experiments computed using PB BEM
solver with different number of A-patches for 213 molecules; column 1 is the
number of triangles (* is the average number of A-patches of the original
triangular mesh of 213 molecular surfaces); column 2 is the type of evaluation
method of matrix-vector product; column 3 is the average relative errors of
potential φ and φ̃; column 4 is the number of iterations for the convergence;
column 5 is the computation time in seconds.
equations. In our paper, we used the parametric formulation of the algebraic
spline model to derive the normal derivative of potential. Here, we compute
the potential and normal derivative of potential using regular or consistent
numerical methods and compare the relative errors and computation time in
Table 2.3.
The relative errors of potential are similar in both numerical solutions
but those of the normal derivative of potential are not. The normal derivative
of potential computed using the parametric formulation is more accurate than
that computed using the regular solution. This indicates that the relation
between potential and normal derivative of potential is accurate and consistent
when we used our parametric formulation (2.4).
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# of numerical relative relative # of compute
A-patches method error (φ) error (∂φ
∂n
) iterations time (s)
2000 regular 6.379× 10−7 1.442× 10−3 35.21 60.858
consistent 5.208× 10−7 1.533× 10−7 36.17 62.388
5000 regular 1.309× 10−6 9.454× 10−4 41.72 216.232
consistent 9.081× 10−7 5.900× 10−7 45.83 258.544
10000 regular 2.635× 10−7 2.850× 10−3 46.83 528.605
consistent 2.769× 10−7 3.669× 10−7 45.82 492.002
63444.81∗ regular 4.678× 10−7 1.498× 10−3 38.41 3012.344
consistent 4.921× 10−7 4.944× 10−7 39.09 3107.15
Table 2.3: The results of analytical experiments computed using PB BEM
solver with different number of A-patches for 213 proteins; column 1 is the
number of triangles (* is the average number of A-patches of the original
triangular mesh of 213 molecular surfaces); column 2 is the type of numerical
solution of boundary element method; column 3 is the average relative errors of





; column 5 is the number of iterations for the convergence;
column 6 is the computation time in seconds.
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2.4.2 Poisson-Boltzmann electrostatic potential
(a) 5000 A-patches (b) 10000 A-patches (c) 54592 A-patches
(d) FDM with 1933 grids (e) difference between BEM
and FDM
Figure 2.7: The PB electrostatic potential on molecular surface of nuclear
transport factor 2 (PDB id: 1A2K) with different resolutions. (e) shows the
difference of PB electrostatic potential between BEM and FDM. The color is
going from red (potential of −3.8 kbT/ec) to blue (potential of +3.8 kbT/ec).
We also compute the real PB electrostatic potential for all the proteins.
In the following experiements, we consider to use the same domain boundary
condition, full Coulombic boundary condition, in both boundary element solver
and The state of the art finite difference solver, Delphi II. In Figure 2.7, we
show the electrostatic potential on the molecular surface of an example in the
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(a) 5000 A-patches (0.895) (b) 10000 A-patches (0.998)
Figure 2.8: The comparison of electrostatic potential between the molecular
surface of Bovine Chymotrypsinogen*A (PDB id: 1CGI) with different resolu-
tions (the correlation in parentheses) where the average number of A-patches
of the original surface is 63444.81.
protein list. PB electrostatic potential is computed with different numbers
of A-patches. The color of the surface represents the electrostatic potential
on the molecular surface, going from red (potential of −3.8 kbT/ec) to blue
(potential of +3.8 kbT/ec) and white is neutral potential. The distribution
of electrostatic potential computed using the triangular A-spline models with
different resolution are almost the same. The same results can be observed in
Figure 2.8 which represents the different of electrostatic potential of a protein
(PDB id: 1CGI) computed using A-spline models with different resolutions.
The number of A-patches of its original surface is 54592. The correlation of the
results computed from the original surface and decimated surface with 10000
A-patches is up to 0.998. It indicates that we can get a similar result using
only 1/5 of A-patches. However, if we just use 5000 A-patches, they are not
enough to represent the details of the molecular surface and the correlation
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numerical solver name # of grids/ inverse discretization correlation
method # of A-patches length scale (1.0/Å) (φ)
FDM Delphi II 653 0.333 0.965
FDM Delphi II 1293 0.667 0.977
FDM Delphi II 1933 1.000 -
BEM PB-CFMM 5000 0.367 0.944
BEM PB-CFMM 10000 0.732 0.968
BEM PB-CFMM 63444.81∗ 5.301 0.981
Table 2.4: Average experimental results of PB electrostatic potential com-
putation for 213 proteins (71 sets of ligand-receptor complexes); column 1 is
the numerical method; column 2 is the name of the solver; column 3 is the
number of grids for FDM and number of A-patches for BEM; column 4 is the
inverse discretization length scale of each grid or A-patches; column 5 is the
correlation of electrostatic potential to FDM with 1933 grids.
becomes 0.895.
Figures 2.7 (c) and (d) show the surface electrostatic potential com-
puted using our BEM solver and finite different solver, Delphi II. The distri-
butions of their electrostatic potential are roughly the same. We then compute
the difference between them, shown in Figure 2.7 (e). Blue color represents
the magnitude of the difference of surface electrostatic potential. We can ob-
serve that the large difference occurs only in some small regions. In Table 2.4,
we compute electrostatic potential at the points of 653 grids using BEM or
FDM with different resolutions and compare the results by their correlation
to the electrostatic potential computed by FDM with 1933 grids. The inverse
discretization length scale in the table is the average edge length of triangula-
tion for BEM and distance between grid points for FDM. We can observe that
electrostatic potential computed using BEM and FDM is highly correlated.
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The electrostatic potential on the surface computed using enhanced
boundary integral equations is very similar to that computed through Juffer’s
boundary integral equations ( the domain boundary condition g = 0). The
average correlation between them is 0.957. It indicates that the enhanced
boundary integral equations follow Poisson-Boltzmann equation with interfa-
cial boundary conditions. The only difference is that the formulation that
different domain boundary conditions are considered.
The electrostatic potential computed on the boundary is highly corre-
lated to the domain boundary formulation. The average correlation is up to
0.991. However, The correlation of electrostatic potential computed using the
domain boundary conditions and Juffer’s boundary integral equations is only
0.632.
In Table 2.5, we show the comparison of electrostatic potential and
gradients of electrostatic potential computed using Juffer’s boundary integral
equation with different domain boundary conditions. Juffer BIE type indici-
ates that we set the domain boundary condition to be zero g = 0 and enhanced
indicates that we used full Coulombic boundary condition. The correlation is
computed according to the results computed using finite difference method
(Delphi II) with full Coulombic boundary condition. We can observe that
enhanced boundary integral equations with the same domain boundary con-
dition perform better. On the other hand, if we set the domain boundary
condition of finite difference method to be zero boundary condition g = 0,
Juffer’s solution gives a better performance as shown in Table 2.6.
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# of BIE correlation correlation compute
A-patches type (φ) (−∇φ) time (s)
5000 Juffer 0.814 0.707/0.735/0.775 120.9
Enhanced 0.858 0.887/0.804/0.842 162.4
10000 Juffer 0.852 0.825/0.810/0.802 522.1
Enhanced 0.954 0.933/0.907/0.947 598.9
20000 Juffer 0.887 0.840/0.835/0.857 934.1
Enhanced 0.969 0.933/0.914/0.958 907.3
Table 2.5: The comparison of electrostatic potential and gradients of elec-
trostatic potential computed using Juffer’s boundary integral equation and
enhanced boundary integral equations. The correlation is computed according
to the results computed using finite difference method (Delphi II) with full
Coulombic boundary condition.
# of BIE correlation correlation compute
A-patches type (φ) (−∇φ) time (s)
5000 Juffer 0.913 0.854/0.833/0.819 120.9
Enhanced 0.841 0.792/0.801/0.743 162.4
10000 Juffer 0.940 0.877/0.843/0.832 522.1
Enhanced 0.897 0.890/0.839/0.834 598.9
20000 Juffer 0.948 0.920/0.936/0.936 934.1
Enhanced 0.904 0.864/0.891/0.877 907.3
Table 2.6: The comparison of electrostatic potential and gradients of elec-
trostatic potential computed using Juffer’s boundary integral equation and
enhanced boundary integral equations. The correlation is computed according




Fast Computation of Electrostatic Energy and
Forces
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3.1 Dielectric and ionic boundary model
3.1.1 Im’s model
(a) (b)
Figure 3.1: Dielectric function ε and ionic boundary function λ defined using
Im’s volume exclusion function with the window size w = 0.2
Im et al. defined ε(x) and λ(x) by a volume exclusion function [47].
ε(x) = εI + (εII − εI)H(x; {xk}),
and
λ(x) = H(x; {xk}),















, rk − w < r < rk + w,
1, r ≥ rk + w.
where w is the windows size.
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Figure 3.1 shows the dielectric function ε and ionic boundary function
λ defined using Im’s model with the window size w = 0.2. We can observe that
both functions are smooth and we can compute their derivative by solving the














0, r ≤ rα − w,(
− 3
4w3




, rα − w < r < rα + w,
0, r ≥ rα + w.
and r = ‖x− xα‖.
Therefore, the atomic derivative of ε and λ will become
∂
∂xα











3.1.2 Bajaj and Zhao’s model
Bajaj and Zhao defined ε(x) and λ(x) using the inclusion-exclusion
principle [12].
ε(x) = εII + (εI − εII)V̄ (x; {xk}),
and
λ(x) = V̄ (x; {xk}),
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They define the complementary function V = 1 − V̄ and neglect the

















1, ‖x− xi‖ ≤ ri,
2
w3
(‖x− xi‖ − ri)3 − 3w2 (‖x− xi‖ − ri)
2 + 1, ri < ‖x− xi‖ < ri + w,
0, ‖x− xi‖ ≥ ri + w.
By setting w = 1.4 Å, atoms i and j are disconnected iff Vi(x)Vj(x) = 0
for any x ∈ Ω. Within the Van der Waal surface of the molecule, V̄ is always 0;
beyond the solvent accessible surface, V̄ is always 1 and in between 0 < V̄ < 1.
The atomic derivative of V̄ (x; {xk}) can then be written as
∂
∂xα




























0, ‖x− xi‖ ≤ rα,(
6
w3
(‖x− xi‖ − rα)2 − 6w2 (‖x− xi‖ − ri)
)
xα−x
‖x−xi‖ , ri < ‖x− xi‖ < ri + w,
0, ‖x− xi‖ ≥ ri + w.
Therefore, the atomic derivative of ε and λ will become
∂
∂xα













3.2.1 The implementation of electrostatic energy
The fixed charge energy in the equation (2.1.1) can be computed di-






















































The computation of all the summations in the parentheses is done by
the fast evaluation method, KiFMM.
The remaining two terms are the volume integral over whole region Ω
If we replace the dielectric function ε by the smoothing cubic function













εII + (εI − εII)V̄ (x; {xk})
)
dΩ,














−ziφ(x)/kBT − 1)]V̄ (x; {xk})dΩ.
The equations (2.1.2) and (2.1.3) show that the integration domain
of GDB and GIB includes interior, exterior and shell regions. The volume




f(x)V̄ (x; {xk})dΩ =
∑
i,j,k
f(i, j, k)V̄ (i, j, k)
3.2.2 The implementation of electrostatic force
In Electrostatic force acting on an atom α is composed of three terms,
fixed charge force FQFα (2.2.1), dielectric boundary force F
DB
α (2.2.2) and ionic
boundary force F IBα (2.2.3) The fixed charge force acting on an atom α is
computed using the gradient of potential computed on the atom center xα.
FQFα = −qα∇φ(xα)
The definition of the dielectric boundary force FDBα and the ionic bound-
ary force F IBα acting on an atom α are the volume integrals over the domain Ω.
Based on Bajaj and Zhao’s model, we can rewrite the formulas by the integral





































where φ(y) and ∇φ(y), inside the shell region rα < ‖y − xα‖ < rα + w are
computed using the equations (1.19) and (1.21).
Then, we used the technique developed by C. Bajaj and W. Zhao to
switch the integration domain to the spherical coordinate system for the cal-
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culation of shell integral [12].
x = xα + (rα + r) cos θ sinω
y = yα + (rα + r) sin θ sinω
z = zα + (rα + r) cosω
where (r, θ, ω) ∈ [0, w] × [0, 2π] × [0, π]. We sample r, θ, ω by using the 2,
6, 6 point Gaussian quadrature nodes in each dimension as shown in Figure
3.2. Therefore, for all the atoms in the molecules, they share the same set of
sampling points.
We rewrite the shell integral in FDBα (3.1) and F
IB












ωW (r, θ, ω)f(r, θ, ω)
∂Vα
∂xα
(r, θ, ω)gα(r, θ, ω)
(3.3)
where the atomic derivative of the inclusion-exclusion function ∂Vα
∂xα
(r, θ, ω)
in the equation (3.3) is
∂Vα
∂xα
(r, θ, ω) =












The bottleneck of solving dielectric boundary force and dielectric bound-
ary force is computing the electrostatic potential and the gradient of electro-
static potential at the Gaussian quadrature points in the shell region. The
Gaussian quadrature points which are not in the shell region of the molecu-
lar surface yield the inclusion-exclusion function to be zero. We only have to
consider those Gaussian quadrature points in the shell region of the molecular
surface as shown in Figure 3.3.
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Figure 3.2: The quadrature points of the shell integral are points within a
spherical shell around the atom.
Figure 3.3: The shell region of the molecular surface Γ
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The electrostatic potential and the gradient of electrostatic potential
in this shell region can then be computed using isoparametric form of the
algebraic spline model. Therefore, instead of computing φ and ∇φ using the
boundary integral equations (1.16) and (1.20) , we can directly computed φ

























Both electrostatic energy and forces are composed of three different
terms. Fixed charge energy and fixed charge force is computed directly by
evaluating φ(xk) and ∇φ(xk) at the atomic centers {xk}nck=1. The computing
time is to evaluate interior electrostatic potential (1.20) and interior gradient
of electrostatic potential (1.16). The time complexity is O(nc + L). All these
evaluations are done by kernel independent fast multipole method. To evaluate
the dielectric boundary energy and ionic boundary energy, we have to evaluate
the domain integral of electrostatic potential and inner product of gradient of
electrostatic potential. Because we evaluate the volume integral over a regular
grid of the domain Ω. The time complexity is O(P+L) where P is the number
of grid points we used to discretize the domain Ω. The time complexity of
computing remaining two terms of electrostatic forces is O(nc + L) because
the Gaussian quadrature points in the shell regions are propotional to the
number of solvent-exposed atoms.
3.3.2 Poisson-Boltzmann electrostatic solvation free energies
3.3.2.1 A unit sphere with single positive charge
Only in some ideal cases, we can derive the electrostatic free energy
analytically from the PB equation. To test the correctness of the PB solver,
we compute the electrostatic free energy for a unit sphere with +1e single
charge placed at its center and the results are shown in Table 3.1. In this
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numerical solver # of grids/ Gpol relative compute time
method name # of A-patches (kcal/mol) error (seconds)
FDM Delphi II 653 −82.943 2.523% 11.39
FDM Delphi II 1293 −82.228 1.642% 95.35
FDM Delphi II 1933 −82.144 1.244% 286.65
BEM PB-CFMM 1436 −80.926 0.032% 4.63
Table 3.1: PB electrostatic free energy of a unit sphere with single charge
computed using different numerical method; column 1 is the numerical method;
column 2 is the name of the solver; column 3 is the number of grids for FDM
and number of A-patches for BEM; column 4 is the electrostatic free energy
Gpol (kcal/mol); column 5 is the relative error of electrostatic free energy Gpol.
As a reference, the exact electrostatic free energy is −80.9 kcal/mol with the
interior and exterior dielectric constatnt 2 and 80; column 6 is computational
time in seconds.
ideal case, the electrostatic free energy is −80.9 kcal/mol with the interior
and exterior dielectric constants 2 and 80. We can see that our BEM solution
is more accurate and efficient than FDM in this case. The relative error of
Gpol computed using BEM is much lower than that of FDM with any grid size.
BEM also costs less computational time than FDM.
3.3.2.2 A list of ligand-receptor complexes
Using PB BEM solver, we compute electrostatic free energy for all
proteins in the list of ligand-receptor complexes. In Table 3.2, we show the
statistics of the PB computation using our BEM solution. We compute the
average, maximum and minimum iteration number and compute time from the
results of all 213 proteins (71 × 3). The average iteration number is smaller
than 40 and not related to the number of A-patches. The computational
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numerical method BEM BEM BEM BEM FDM
# of A-patches/grids 2000 5000 10000 63444.81* 1933
avg. # of iterations 35.21 41.72 37.14 28.86 -
max # of iterations 91 98 93 84 -
min # of iterations 13 15 19 12 -
avg. compute time (s) 60.86 216.23 418.96 1506.18 408.66
max compute time (s) 165.6 553.69 901.91 7578.36 2705.42
min compute time (s) 19.99 56.88 153.87 221.77 69.11
avg. compute time per iter (s) 2.19 6.71 13.40 61.46 -
avg. correlation of Gpol 0.852 0.927 0.948 0.960 -
Table 3.2: The statistics of the experiments including the average, maximum
and minimum of the number of iterations, compute time, compute time per
iterations and the correlation with Delphi FDM(1933 grids) of our BEM with
different number of A-patches for 213 molecules (71 sets of ligands, receptors
and ligand-receptor complexes). (* the average number of A-patches of the
original triangular mesh of 213 molecular surfaces)
time includes the time of solving surface and per-atom electrostatic potential
and computing electrostatic free energy. The evaluation time per iteration is
linearly proportional to the number of A-patches since KiFMM is a linear time
solver of fast matrix-vector product.
Meanwhile, we also observe the influence of the mesh quality to the
convergence speed of iterative solution. We use average aspect ratio (twice
of the ratio of the incircle radius to the circumcircle radius of a triangle) of
a mesh to measure the quality of the mesh. After we compute an initial
triangular mesh for the molecular surface of a protein, we applied a geometric
flow algorithm to improve the quality of the mesh [80]. We observe that the
averge aspect ratio of a mesh goes from 0.326 to 0.430 after improving the
mesh quality using geometric flow algorithm. At the same time, the average
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number of iterations goes from 43.41 to 28.86. It indicates that better mesh
quality will lead to faster convergence speed. The correlation of our BEM
(a) 2000 A-patches (0.852) (b) 5000 A-patches (0.927)
(c) 10000 A-patches (0.948) (d) 63444.81* A-patches (0.960)
Figure 3.4: The comparison of electrostatic free energy (kcal/mol) of 213
proteins (71 sets of ligand-receptor complexes) between BEM and FDM with
1933 grids with the correlation in parentheses.
solver to Delphi II FDM solver with 1933 grids are shown in Figure 3.4. Each
point in the chart indicates PB electrostatic solvation free energy of a protein
(ligand, receptor or their complex) computed using BEM or FDM. According
to the value of correlation, we found that the more patches we used, the higher
a correlation we obtained.
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Figure 3.5: The comparison of per-atom energy (KJ/mol) of Bovine Chy-
motrypsinogen*A (PDB id: 1CGI) between FDM with 1933 grids and BEM
with 10000 A-patches. Each point indicates the electrostatic solvation free
energy of an atom.
3.3.3 Poisson-Boltzmann Electrostatic forces
Electrostatic force computation depends on the accurate evaluation of
the gradient of electrostatic potential. It requires a very stable electrostatic
potential computation. For FDM, we approximate the gradient of electrostatic
potential at any specific point based on the electrostatic potential computed on
each grid points. On the other hand, for BEM, we can compute the gradient of
electrostatic potential at a point using potential computed along three different
directions. We can observe the correlation of electrostatic forces between BEM
and FDM of an example in Figure 3.6. The correlation becomes higher when
the number of grids in FDM increases. It indicates that the electrostatic forces
computed using FDM may converge to that computed using BEM. In Figure
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(a) BEM vs FDM with 1283 grids
(0.8108,0.8449,0.8198)
(b) BEM vs FDM with 2563 grids
(0.8118,0.8629,0.8317)
Figure 3.6: The relation of per-atom electrostatic force (kcal/mol·Å) of Bovine
Chymotrypsinogen*A (PDB id: 1CGI) computed using BEM or FDM where
blue,pink,yellow dots indicate x,y,z-dimensional values of forces; (a) BEM with
28908 A-patches vs FDM with 1933 grids, the correlations at x, y, z dimensions
are (0.8108,0.8449,0.8198); (b) BEM with 28908 A-patches vs FDM with 2563
grids, the correlations at x, y, z dimensions are (0.8118,0.8629,0.8317).
3.7, we show PB electrostatic forces of two protein examples (PDB id: 1A2K
and 1CGI). The color of the molecular surface represents the inner product
of the electrostatic forces and the unit surface normals. The outward force
gives a positive inner product and negative otherwise. The color is going from
blue (≥ 3.8 kcal/mol·Å) to red (≤ −3.8 kcal/mol·Å). We can see that the
distribution of inward and outward forces computed using BEM and FDM are
almost the same.
The electrostatic force computation depends on the accurate compu-
tation of the gradient of electrostatic potential and the approximation of the
dielectric function and ionic boundary. In this part, we found that if we used
the fast multipole method to compute the integrals of three electrostatic force
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(a) BEM with 54592 A-patches (b) FDM with 2563 grids
(c) BEM with 29108 A-patches (d) FDM with 2563 grids
Figure 3.7: The inner product of unit normal vector and PB electrostatic forces
on the molecular surface of nuclear transport factor 2 (PDB id: 1A2K) and
Bovine Chymotrypsinogen*A (PDB id: 1CGI) with different resolutions. The
color is going from blue (≥ 3.8 kcal/mol·Å) to red (≤ −3.8 kcal/mol·Å).
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terms, the numerical error will be amplified. Therefore, we still used direct
computation to deal with force computation. On the other hand, in both BEM
and FDM solutions, we used Im’s volume exclusion function to approximate
the derivatives of the dielectric function and ionic boundary function in Fdb
and Fib. This approximate function is used for computing the ∇ε(x) term in
dielectric boundary force and the ∇λ(x) term in the ionic boundary force.
3.3.4 interior and exterior electrostatic potential
We compute the electrostatic potential φ of proteins by solving dBIEs
described from PB equation. In Figure 3.8 (b), we show the electrostatic
potential on the molecular surface (Figure 3.8 (a)) of an example (PDB id:
1CGI) in the protein list. PB electrostatic potential is computed with different
numbers of A-patches. The color of the surface represents the electrostatic
potential on the molecular surface, going from red (φ < −3.8 kbT/ec) to blue
(φ > 3.8 kbT/ec) and white is neutral potential.
In Figure 3.8 (c), we compute the PB electrostatic potential of the
protein on the center of a volume 64× 64× 64 Å3. In Figure 3.8 (d), we add
the molecular surface of the protein into this volume. The Figures 3.8 (e) and
(f) are the cutting slices of this volume.
Figure 3.9 shows the reaction electrostatic potential φrf = φsol−φair of
(a)nuclear transport factor 2 (PDB id: 1A2K) and (b) Bovine Chymotrypsino-





Figure 3.8: The PB electrostatic potential φ of Bovine Chymotrypsinogen*A
(PDB id: 1CGI). The color is going from red (φ < −3.8 kbT/ec) to blue
(φ > 3.8 kbT/ec). (a) the molecular surface; (b) the molecular surface colored
by φ; (c) φ distributed in a volume 64× 64× 64 Å3 with the molecule on the




Figure 3.9: The PB reation field electrostatic potential φrf = φsol−φair of (a)
nuclear transport factor 2 (PDB id: 1A2K) and (b) Bovine Chymotrypsino-
gen*A (PDB id: 1CGI). The color is going from red (φrf < −3.8 kbT/ec) to






The 3-D molecular structure of a molecule with its charge distribu-
tion is called its molecular model. The most common and basic molecular
model is the 3-D structure based on all the atoms of a molecule. However, be-
cause a bio-molecule is composed of thousands to millions of atoms, it makes
the simulation computation costly. Therefore, Several important efforts are
devoted to develop lower resolution models with reasonable accuracy. Such
low-resolution reduced protein models are also called coarse-grained models.
They are historically developed to handle the folding problems. The prototype
of the non-lattice CG model was Smit and coworkers’ model in which a lipid
molecule is partitioned into a hydrophilic ‘head’ and a hydrophobic ‘tail’ and
all the particles interact via a sort of simplified Lennard-Jones potential [71].
A systematic CG approach was developed by Shelley et al [68, 69] where the
CG model is systematically parameterized to mimic the existing force fields or
statistical mechanical properties obtained from the atomistic models of phos-
pholipid. Marrink et al [59] improve the CG model of lipid by classifying the
CG beads into different types according to properties such as hydrophobicity,
hydrogen bonding capacity, and charge. We developed a hierarchical coarse-
grained clustering to control and generate reduced molecular models especially
for electrostatic computation.
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4.2 Hierarchical molecular models
Several levels of CG representations of the proteins have also been de-
veloped. One of the earliest and simplest models is the Gō model which
represents the polypeptide chain as a chain of Cα atoms with attractive or
repulsive non-bonded interactions only [74]. This model has been developed
to add one more bead on each side chain (SC) [4, 25]. In the Cα-SC-Pep
model [26], an additional interaction center (Pep) is added on the backbone in
the middle of the C-N peptide bond which strongly improves the orientation-
dependent potentials. In [19] extended side chains (such as Arg, Lys, etc.)
are represented by two beads in order to have CG beads of about the same
size. A four-bead model is given in [72] in which each residue is explicitly
represented by three heavy atoms on the backbone and one SC bead. Most
recently a multi-resolution CG model is developed in [3] which allows coarser
and finer representations in different parts of the macromolecule and therefore
fixes the deficiency of assigning each CG bead to the same number of atoms.
An ellipsoid CG model is presented in [41].
(a) AA (b) 5-bead (c) 2-bead
Figure 4.1: An example that the atoms of an amino-acid are clustered into 5
beads and 2 beads.
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In our study, we generate the CG model in three steps without intro-
ducing too much error. First we build a hierarchical clustering of the atoms
according to the hierarchy of the protein structure. In the hierarchy, from top
to bottom, they are the tertiary structures, secondary structures, residues,
backbone and side chains, functional groups, and atoms. According to this
clustering, one can represent the atoms in a group as one CG bead. Since at
the top levels, too much detail of the protein is lost, the coarsest CG model
we build for our current energy and force calculation is one bead for each
amino acid group. In Figure 4.1, you can see an example that the atoms of an
amino-acid are clustered into 5 beads and 2 beads.
In the second step, we compute the new locations and sizes of the CG
beads. Our goal is to let the new molecular surface of the CG model be as much
close to the surface of the AA model as possible. Since the molecular surface
can be approximated by the level set of the Gaussian density function, for the
accuracy purpose, we individually find the centers ({~x′k}
n′c
k=1) and the radius
({r′k}
n′c
k=1) for each CG bead such that the Gaussian density function which is




2), where Ci is a Gaussian decay rate, agrees
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where ~xj are sample points on the level set {~x : Gi(~x) = 1}. Figure 4.2 shows




Figure 4.2: An example that all atoms are grouped into 2 beads. Their new
centers x′1, x
′





and radius r′1, r
′
2 are computed.
In the third step, we assign charges to the CG beads such that the
electrostatic solvation energy of the CG model reproduces that of the atomic
model. We use the GB energy function [73] as the objective function and the
optimization is subject to the constraint that the total charge of the molecule
does not change. This constrained nonlinear optimization problem is solved by
using the Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm [58]. The details of the CG model
generation are described in [13].
In Figure 4.3, we show an example of the atomic and the coarse-grained
model and the corresponding molecular surface. In the CG model, each amino
acid is split into two groups and therefore two beads, one for the backbone and
the other for the side chain. The molecular surface in (a) and the molecular
surface in (b) are very similar. The Hausdorff distance between them is 1.998
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(a) (b)
Figure 4.3: (a) The Atomic model of protein 1AK4 (2260 atoms) and its SES
surface. (b) The CG model (290 atoms) of 1AK4 and its SES surface. Each
amino acid is represented by two beads, one for the backbone and one for the




In the following experiments, we construct three different levels of
molecular model, including AA model, 5-bead CG model (5 beads per residue;
three for side chain and two for backbone), and 2-bead CG model (2 beads per
residue; one for side chain and one for backbone), for these proteins. These
molecular models are in hierarchy. Based on these molecular models, the
molecular interfaces are generated. The coefficients of solute-solvent environ-
ment in our experiment are shown in Table 4.1. We compute PB electrostatic
temperature T 298.15 K
solvent dielectric εII 80.0
solute dielectric εI 1.0
probe radius 1.4 Å
ion concentration ι 0.05M
Table 4.1: The coefficients of implicit solvent model which is used for PB
boundary element method.
energy, potential and forces using different models. All experiments are done
on a linux machine with Dual Core AMD Opteron processor 280 with 4 GB
memory. The matrix-vector product is computed using kernel independent
fast multipole method developed by Lexing Ying. [78] It is a highly accurate
compression technique to evaluate the integral of Poisson-Boltzmann kernels
over a set of points in linear time.
We discussed and estimate the error and computational time of different
solutions in the following experiments.
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4.3.1 Molecular surface comparison
PDB ID # atoms Hausdorff dist. surface area error of area
1AK4 (l) 2260 / 401 / 290 1.735 / 1.998 6915.46 / 6904.60 / 6817.75 0.16% / 1.41%
1AK4 (r) 2503 / 440 / 330 5.240 / 2.592 6156.69 / 6183.13 / 6011.58 0.43% / 2.36%
1AVX 2662 / 477 / 344 1.609 / 2.059 7446.88 / 7458.57 / 7242.72 0.16% / 2.74%
1AY7 2875 / 517 / 370 2.263 / 4.059 7659.91 / 7553.31 / 7424.50 1.39% / 3.07%
1AY7 (l) 1434 / 251 / 178 1.714 / 2.196 3934.07 / 3973.79 / 3914.01 1.01% / 0.51%
1AY7 (r) 1441 / 266 / 192 1.604 / 4.765 4525.75 / 4452.77 / 4485.75 1.61% / 0.88%
1B6C 1663 / 290 / 214 1.502 / 3.622 4836.82 / 4804.62 / 4668.27 0.67% / 3.48%
1BJ1 2986 / 544 / 376 1.630 / 3.663 8913.19 / 8899.72 / 8832.07 0.15% / 0.91%
1BUH 1190 / 205 / 140 2.651 / 2.017 3822.71 / 3876.85 / 3699.82 1.41% / 3.21%
1CGI 852 / 157 / 112 1.881 / 3.139 3186.14 / 3244.90 / 3081.38 1.84% / 3.29%
average 1987 / 355 / 255 2.183 / 3.011 5739.762 / 5735.226 / 5617.785 0.883% / 2.186%
Table 4.2: The comparison of molecular surfaces of a set of proteins. Each term
from left to right is the result of AA model, 5-bead CG model and 2-bead CG
model; column 1 is PDB id of the protein where (l) and (r) indicate the ligand
and receptor of the complex protein; column 2shows the number of atoms or
beads in the AA/5-bead CG/2-bead CG models, respectively; column 3 shows
the Hausdorff distance Åbetween the molecular surfaces of the 5-bead CG/2-
bead CG to the molecular surfaces of the AA models; column 4 shows the
surface area Å2 of the AA/5-bead CG/2-bead CG models, respectively. The
last column shows the relative error of the surface area of the 5-bead CG/2-
bead CG models which are computed as (area of the CG model - area of the
AA model)/(area of the AA model).
Here, we evaluate the molecular surfaces by Hausdorff distance between
the surfaces computed from CG model and AA model where all the surfaces
are constructed using our geometric flow evolution technique.
The experimental results of those proteins are given in Table 4.2 where
each line in the table indicates the model information and the experimental
results of PB electrostatic computation of a protein computed using AA, 5-
bead CG and 2-bead CG models. Here, we can observe that the number of
beads of 5-bead CG model is reduced to less than 1/5 number of the original
atoms and that of 2-bead CG model is reduced to about 1/8. Even through
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the numbers of beads are quite few, we can still get a good approximate
surface where average Hausdorff distances of 5-bead and 2-bead CG molecular
surfaces to AA molecular surface are low (2.183 Åand 3.011 Å) and in most
of cases, the area of 5-bead molecular surface is closer to the area of AA
molecular surface than that of 2-bead molecular surface. Hausdorff distance
of 5-bead CG molecular surface is smaller than that of 2-bead CG molecular
surface in most of the cases. Because the boundary element method relies on
surface integral computation, the better CG molecular surfaces approximate
AA molecular surfaces, the more accurate the PB solution should be. In the
following PB electrostatic experiments, we can observe the actual influence
caused by these approximation errors.
4.3.2 Poisson-Boltzmann electrostatic free energy
The relation of electrostatic solvation free energy between AA model
and different levels of CG models of proteins are also shown in Table 4.3.
The correlation of electrostatic solvation free energy between 5-bead
CG and AA models is up to 0.99917. This result indicates that the evaluation
accuracy of the electrostatic free solvation energy using 5-bead CG model is
consistently satisfactory, while that of using coarser 2-bead CG model is not.
The errors of PB energy computation of 2-bead CG model are from 0.016 to
0.385 in this set of proteins.
In addition, we can see a binding example (PDB id:1AY7), which is a
microbial ribonuclease complex with Barstar. The binding electrostatic energy
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of this case can be evaluated using the following equation.
∆Gbind = Gcomplex − (Gmolecule1 +Gmolecule2)
Therefore, the binding electrostatic energy computed using AA model is−287.06
kcal/mol. The negative energy indicates that the complex is a more stable
structure than distinct molecules. If we used 5-bead and 2-bead CG model,
the binding electrostatic energy are −293.19 kcal/mol and −216.58 kcal/mol.
Both of them are also negative but 5-bead CG model is still more accurate
than 2-bead CG model.
These results give us a message that there is a limitation of coarse-
grained clustering. If we keep doing the clustering and make much coarser
molecular model, the model cannot guarantee to be a good approximation of
AA model. 5-bead CG model with radius and charge optimization is shown
to be a great approximation for PB energetics.
Meanwhile, the reduction of the atom/bead number decreases the num-
ber of A-patch because the complexity of molecular surface becomes lower.
The decrease of the number of patches improves the computation cost of elec-
trostatic free energy computation.
Now, we take one of those proteins (PDB id: 1CGI) as an example to see
the details of PB energetic results. Figure 4.4 (a) shows that the electrostatic
solvation free energy of each CG bead of the protein computed using 5-bead
CG model is highly related to the energy computed using AA model. The




Figure 4.4: The relation of per-bead electrostatic energy (kcal/mol) between
AA molecular model and CG molecular models of the protein (PDB id: 1CGI);
(a) AA model vs 5-bead CG model, the correlation is 0.9950; (b) AA model
vs 2-bead CG model, the correlation is 0.9135.
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PDB id # atoms/beads # A-patches Gpol relative error of Gpol compute time
1AK4 (l) 2260/401/290 12829/10294/9438 -1638.17/-1560.44/-1790.65 -/0.047/0.093 682.85/446.40/417.88
1AK4 (r) 2503/440/330 11730/9562/8568 -1907.00/-1862.45/-1689.96 -/0.023/0.114 661.41/535.04/470.18
1AVX 2662/477/344 12468/10341/9547 -3349.88/-3209.52/-3220.84 -/0.041/0.039 614.96/437.93/402.25
1AY7 2875/517/370 13493/10602/9694 -3657.04/-3591.34/-3061.09 -/0.018/0.163 973.38/454.36/424.88
1AY7 (l) 1434/251/178 9049/7106/6461 -1601.60/-1576.64/-1576.64 -/0.016/0.016 438.89/303.32/204.92
1AY7 (r) 1441/266/192 10594/8548/5208 -1768.38/-1721.51/-1267.87 -/0.027/0.283 630.15/435.05/386.96
1B6C 1663/290/214 10062/8051/7411 -1342.30/-1300.59/-896.64 -/0.031/0.332 484.07/425.44/326.63
1BJ1 2986/544/376 13022/11167/10230 -3812.96/-3712.58/-3031.71 -/0.026/0.205 587.75/586.55/501.30
1BUH 1190/205/140 8996/6983/6188 -1456.83/-1510.51/-1494.61 -/0.037/0.026 675.80/438.34/244.29
1CGI 852/157/112 7277/6312/5497 -971.77/-931.69/-597.23 -/0.041/0.385 374.49/258.66/243.36
average 1987/355/255 10952/8897/7824 -2150.59/-2097.73/-1862.72 -/0.031/0.166 612.38/432.11/362.27
Table 4.3: The experimental results of a set of proteins. Each term from
left to right is the result of AA model, 5-bead CG model and 2-bead CG
model; column 1 is PDB id of the protein where (l) and (r) indicate the ligand
and receptor of the complex protein; column 2 is number of atoms of AA
model and number of beads of 5-bead CG and 2-bead CG model; column
3 is the number of A-patches of AA, 5-bead CG and 2-bead CG models;
column 4 is electrostatic free energy Gpol (kcal/mol), 5-bead CG model is a
good approximation; column 5 is the relative error of electrostatic free energy
computed using 5-bead CG and 2-bead CG models to that computed using
AA model; column 6 is computation time of PB boundary element method
(seconds).
model is 0.9950. Figure 4.4 (b) shows the same comparison between 2-bead
CG model and AA model. The correlation is 0.9135. As expected, 5-bead CG
model performs better than 2-bead CG model.
In Figure 4.5, we show the PB electrostatic solvation free energy at
each iteration of the charge optimizing process of coarse-grained model. These
results show that the optimization based on GB objective function also makes
PB results convergent in each case.
4.3.3 Poisson-Boltzmann electrostatic potential
Here, we compute electrostatic potential of proteins using AA, 5-bead
and 2-bead CG models. We also take one of those proteins (PDB id: 1CGI) as
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(a) PDB id: 1AY7 (b) PDB id: 1BUH
(c) PDB id: 1CGI
Figure 4.5: The PB electrostatic electrostatic free energy (kcal/mol) during





Figure 4.6: The relation of per-bead electrostatic potential (kbT/ec) between
AA molecular model and CG molecular models of the protein (PDB id: 1CGI);
(a) AA model vs 5-bead CG model, the correlation is 0.9950; (b) AA model
vs 2-bead CG model, the correlation is 0.9059.
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an example to see the details of PB electrostatic potential results. Figure 4.6
(a) shows that the reaction field electrostatic potential of each CG beads of
the protein computed using the 5-bead CG molecular model is highly related
to that computed using the AA molecular model. The correlation between
them is 0.9950. The same experiment is applied for 2-bead CG model and its
correlation is 0.9059.
We show examples in Figure 4.7. The color of the surface represents the
electrostatic potential on the molecular surface, going from red (potential of
−3.8 kbT/ec) to blue (potential of +3.8 kbT/ec) and white is neutral potential.
The surface electrostatic potential is widely used to evaluate several
bio-molecular activities. Most of the protein docking problems, e.g. ligand
binding, rely on the mapping of the surface electrostatic potential. As we men-
tioned in the introduction, the coarse-grained model is an important technique
for reducing the degree of freedom of protein docking problem. Meanwhile,
with a good approximation of the coarse-grained molecular surface, BEM can
provide highly accurate PB surface electrostatic potential. From our obser-
vation, the distribution of electrostatic potential on the molecular surfaces in
different levels are highly related. The parts of the AA molecular surface with
highly positive or negative electrostatic potential will still hold in CG cases.
4.3.4 Poisson-Boltzmann electrostatic solvation force
The simulation of a protein activity is determined by its electrostatic
forces. The accuracy and computation cost of electrostatic force computation
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(a) 1CGI(AA) (b) 1CGI(5-bead CG) (c) 1CGI(2-bead CG)
(d) 1BJ1(AA) (e) 1BJ1(5-bead CG) (f) 1BJ1(2-bead CG)
(g) 1BUH(AA) (h) 1BUH(5-bead CG) (i) 1BUH(2-bead CG)
Figure 4.7: The PB electrostatic potential on molecular surface with different
resolutions (atomic and coarse-grained resolution). The visual errors between
AA and all CG models are small. The color is going from red (potential of
−3.8 kbT/ec) to blue (potential of +3.8 kbT/ec).
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directly affect the simulation results. While coarse-grained model is widely
applied to reduce the computational time, the accuracy of electrostatic force
computation based on the reduced model is an important aspect.
In Figure 4.8 (a), we show the relation of per-bead electrostatic forces
computed by AA model and 5-bead CG model for a protein (PDB id: 1CGI).
The unit of the force is kcal/mol·Å. Blue, pink and yellow dots on the chart
are the value of forces at x, y, z dimensions. The correlations between them are
0.9223, 0.9117 and 0.9448 at x, y, z dimensions. 5-bead CG model is a reason-
ably good approximate model for electrostatic force computation but doesn’t
give such high correlation as the per-atom energy in Figure 4.4 (a). The same
experiment is done for 2-bead CG model and shown in Figure 4.8 (b). The
correlations at x, y, z dimensions are 0.8224, 0.6773 and 0.8472. As we ob-
served in the experiments of electrostatic energy and potential computation,
the coarser our model is, the less accurate the results are. Here, the electro-
static force computation looks more sensitive to the resolution of molecular
models than the electrostatic energy or potential computation. In this case,
2-bead CG model is definitely not a good approximation for electrostatic force
computation.
In Figure 4.9, we show the electrostatic solvation force on the molecular
surfaces of different proteins. The color of the molecular surface represents
the inner product of the electrostatic force and the surface normal at the
surface point. The outward force gives the positive inner product and negative




Figure 4.8: The relation of per-bead electrostatic force (kcal/mol·Å) between
AA molecular model and CG molecular models of the protein (PDB id: 1CGI)
where blue,pink,yellow dots indicate x,y,z-dimensional values of forces; (a)
AA model vs 5-bead CG model, the correlations at x, y, z dimensions are
0.9223,0.9117,0.9448; (b) AA model vs 2-bead CG model, the correlations at
x, y, z dimensions are 0.8224,0.6773,0.8472.
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(a) 1CGI(AA) (b) 1CGI(5-bead CG) (c) 1CGI(2-bead CG)
(d) 1BJ1(AA) (e) 1BJ1(5-bead CG) (f) 1BJ1(2-bead CG)
(g) 1BUH(AA) (h) 1BUH(5-bead CG) (i) 1BUH(2-bead CG)
Figure 4.9: The inner product of unit normal vector and PB electrostatic forces
on the molecular surface with different resolutions (atomic and coarse-grained
resolution). The visual error between AA and 5-bead CG models is small but
not between AA and 2-bead CG model. The color is going from blue (≥ 7.6
kcal/mol·Å) to red (≤ −7.6 kcal/mol·Å).
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kcal/mol·Å). The distribution of inward and outward forces is almost the same
in AA and 5-bead CG models but not in AA and 2-bead CG models.
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